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Abstract
Mobile technologies that drive just-in-time ecological momentary assessments and interventions provide an unprecedented view into user behaviors and opportunities
to manage chronic conditions. The success of these methods rely on engaging the user at the appropriate moment,
so as to maximize questionnaire and task completion rates.
However, mobile operating systems provide little support to
precisely specify the contextual conditions in which to notify
and engage the user, and study designers often lack the expertise to build context-aware software themselves. To address this problem, we have developed Emu, a framework
that eases the development of context-aware study applications by providing a concise and powerful interface for
specifying temporal- and contextual-constraints for task notifications. In this paper we present the design of the Emu
API and demonstrate its use in capturing a range of scenarios common to smartphone-based study applications.
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Introduction
In recent years, many behavior and health related studies have leveraged mobile apps to improve study protocol
adherence and participant engagement [11, 16]. Notifications from such apps can help with adherence to study requirements - such as updating a food diary after each meal
or measuring blood pressure after exercise - while reducing the cognitive load associated with participation in such
studies [11]. However, phone users already receive a mean
of 63 notifications per day [15], and ill-timed interruptions
can be distracting and affect productivity [2]. To maximize
participation value and improve study adherence, notifications must be both contextually relevant and timely [5].
While prior works have presented robust and efficient contextrecognition algorithms [8], adoption of these techniques to
drive study-related notifications has been slow. Specifying
contexts precisely is challenging because: (i) keeping track
of interrelated event- and context-driven tasks can be complex and error prone, and (ii) there is no interface for tracking user behavior and adjust app logic. Thus in practice,
most such applications are simply driven by time-based
constraints, e.g. notify to log food at 8AM and 6PM [5, 11].
To address these challenges, we introduce Emu, a framework for developers to concisely and precisely specify when
and how to engage users. Emu relieves the developer of
the burden of tracking contextual states and delivers notifications when the required conditions are met. Emu tracks
responses to notifications and schedules future notifications
accordingly. We show that Emu can concisely capture a
wide variety of scenarios common to user studies.

Building a Context-aware Study App
We consider three stakeholders in the life cycle of a study
app: (i) a study designer, the domain expert conducting

the study, (ii) a developer, who translates study specifications into code, and (iii) a user, the study participant. In our
example study, the designer would like to collect blood pressure (BP) measurements after each workout to monitor the
health status of hypertensive patients. These requirements
translate to detailed specifications for the developer.
For simplicity, we only consider running as workout. When
a run session exceeds 15 minutes, the study app will notify
the user to take a BP measurement. Each user is provided
a Bluetooth enabled BP monitor that communicates with
the study app, and the app will only remind the user to take
measurements if they are close to the BP instrument within
an hour of their run session. If the user ignores the notification, the app will retry displaying the notification two times.
If the user fails to measure BP for a week, an encouragement is sent to comply with the study requirements. This
example highlights just some of the features that a robust
study app must support, and is informed by literature review
and informal discussions with study designers.
Challenges in Scheduling Notifications
Smartphone OSes and third-party libraries provide some
support for building such apps. Android and iOS support
detection of contexts such as running and proximity to Bluetooth devices, and Apple ResearchKit1 assists development
of questionnaires and intervention tasks. But, scheduling of
notifications is limited to time or location based reminders.
Matching complex events: Consider the condition for
sending a notification as running for 15 minutes. The app
needs to start a countdown timer when the user starts running. If the user stops running before the timer hits zero,
the timer is invalidated; otherwise, the notification is sent.
The complexity increases as we add more conditions: if the
1
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Figure 1: Life of a task.

study accepts either running for 15 minutes or walking for
1 hour, then two independent timers will need to monitor
each activity. When the condition requires ordered events,
such as a run session followed by closeness to BP machine
within 1 hour, the app needs to implement the transition
logic and maintain timers accordingly. Maintaining different
timers is akin to parallel programming and is known to be
difficult and error prone. Emu handles all of the timing and
condition matching for the developer.
Monitoring the user: If the user doesn’t goes for a run or
gets close to the BP machine, then the app needs to check
this condition to nudge the user to comply. If the user ignores the notification, the app needs to monitor it’s status
and send a reminder. When the user successfully measures the BP after a notification is sent, the app should stop
creating more notifications. Emu keeps track of all these aspects for the developer and reports the status with a single
callback after the task is finished.
Historical matching: Sometimes the condition may depend on previous activities. In our example, a notification is
sent if the user does not take BP measurements for a week.
The developer needs to create a database to store this information and update it each time user measures BP. Emu
automatically logs these events and queries the database
internally for developers.

Related Work
Prior works have studied interruptibility extensively [6, 9,
14]. These works focus on identifying interruptibility from
sensor data [6], prior interactions [9], physical activities [13]
and other contexts [14]. However, these works do not consider application specific requirements for engaging the
user. Bainomugisha et al. [3] propose a language for programming context-aware apps. However, their system does

not support timing constructs essential for scheduling notifications. STFL [4] proposes a spatio-temporal framework to
specify contextual triggers and is closest to our work. STFL
is a Python library and is an independent system. In contrast, Emu is designed for interruptibility using smartphones
and wearables. Hence, Emu keeps track of user actions,
snoozes notifications, logs events for querying.

Emu: Framework Overview
Design of Emu was informed by a thorough literature survey, prototype building, and interviews with two study designers experienced in developing seven research studies
that utilized mobile apps for monitoring of subjects. This
section presents the design and features of Emu.
Emu Tasks
To ‘register’ a notification, a developer specifies: (i) when
the notification should be triggered, e.g., at 6PM, or when
the user’s heart rate is high, (ii) the content of the notification, e.g. a message of encouragement, and (iii) what
action to take when the notification is selected or replied to.
While specifying the content of a notification is straightforward via the standard APIs, managing the timing of notifications is not: such code is typically event-driven, requiring
callback functions that track changes in user context and
time, and respond accordingly. Emu bundles the aforementioned components and calls it a Task. The life cycle of a
Task is summarized in Figure 1.
The TaskBuilder class is used to specify the details relevant to a task’s content, contextual trigger, and any actions
to trigger when replied to. To tackle the complexity of specifying variety of options in a task, we use the the builder design pattern2 . With this pattern, the developer can concisely
create the task in a flexible, step by step manner.
2
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.repeat(frequency): Specify
the periodicity of the Task. If
omitted, it is a one-time Task.
.interval(period): The effective period of the Task.
.when(condition): A context
required to display the Task.
.then(condition): An (optional) context to wait for,
after when has been satisfied,
before triggering the Task.
.notify(text, param): The
content of the notification.
Parameters include the priority, number of times allowed
to snooze the notifications,
and the retry interval.
.launch(view): The view
presents the requirements,
for instance, interventions.
The view appears when the
user clicks the notification.
.report(callback): Specify the callback function to
report task results to.
.startTask(taskId): Register the Task to the Task
Manager.
Figure 3: Summary of the fields in
Task class.

Task taskBP = TaskBuilder . create ()
. repeat (‘every day’)
. when (‘ walking for 1 hours
or running for 15 minutes’
. then (‘ nearBPMachine within 1 hours’)
. notify (‘ Measure blood pressure ’,
PRIORITY_MEDIUM ,
‘snooze 2 times’, ‘every 15 mins’)
. launch ( bpActivity )
. report ( bpCallBack , ‘timeout 2 hours’)
. startTask ( BP_TASK_ID );
Figure 2: Example code of registering a task in Emu. The bold
font are reserved keywords in Emu.

Developers can register a repeating task by specifying the
frequency (e.g., "every 2 days") via the repeat() method.
The interval() method gives the time period in which notification can be sent, e.g., "10am to 12pm". The when()
and then() methods specify the contextual condition, such
as "walking for 1 hour or running for 10 minutes". The notify()
method specifies the content of a notification and options
such as priority and the number of times to repeat the notification if it is not acted on. After the user responds to
the notification, the view (or Activity in Android) given in
launch() will appear. report() specifies the callback
method to which the result of the Task (completed, ignored,
failed to trigger, etc.) is provided. Finally, startTask() registers the task with an ID, with which the developer can
modify or check the status of a Task later. Figure 3 summarizes the purposes of Emu methods, and Figure 2 implements the blood pressure example using TaskBuilder.
We designed the Task structure to be flexible for developers. They can skip when() if they only want randomized
time-based notifications. They can skip notify() for internal context tracking if user action is not required. report()
can be used to activate other tasks based on user actions.

Contextual Triggers
Emu uses when() and then() to support complex contextual conditions. The condition can be a boolean expression with and, or, and not operators, e.g. “running and
heartRate > 100”. Developer can specify the duration for
which a condition must hold using the for keyword, e.g.
“walking for 10 minutes”. The developer can choose to
log events such as BP measurements and query historical
values, e.g. “BPMeasurements < 2 in the past 1 week”.
A sequence of contextual triggers, each evaluated only after the previous is satisfied, can be specified with when()
followed by then(). There can be multiple then() clauses
in a task for a sequence of conditions. Contexts included
in the boolean expression are monitored in parallel and the
Task is triggered when the expression evaluates to true.
System Architecture
Figure 4 shows the system architecture of Emu. When a
task is started, the Query Parser extracts the string parameters and uses timed automata [1] to unambiguously
encode the contextual conditions and transitions to generate a Task object, and registers it with the Task Manager.
To evaluate the status of the task, Task Manager maintains
several clocks to trace the states of the automata. The Task
Manager makes use of the User Preference Manager
to account for user preferences (e.g. "Don’t make sounds
while at work") and Presentation Manager to decide
the style of notification (e.g. auditory channel via Alexa).
All sensing and context inference is handled by various
Sensing Modules, which are simply wrappers around existing OS- and library-provided context inference modules,
derived from both built-in phone sensors (e.g. walking derived from inertial sensors) or external IoT devices (e.g. BP
machine). Emu records all the task reports and developer
specified events along with their timestamps in the Event
Database. Historical queries are directed to this database.

Description

Naughton et al [12]
A-CHESS [7]
MH2 [10]
SitCoach [17]

Provide just-in-time intervention when a smoker enters a smoking area.
Help people quit alcohol. Relaxation instruction are provided when near liquor stores or bars.
Aim for delivering therapy to ADHD kids. Time-based reminder for surveys and taking medicine.
When prolonged sitting is detected, users are asked to walk for 10 minutes.

Table 1: Examples of app-based studies whose behavior can be concisely expressed using the Emu framework.

Discussion and Future Work
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In our literature review, we identified a wide range of studies that leveraged mobile apps to assess subject behavior,
provide health-related interventions, and keep subjects engaged. We provide details on 22 such studies in a separate
document due to lack of space3 . A subset of such studies
are listed in Table 1. Emu can successfully capture the scenarios presented by these studies and reduce code complexity for the developer.
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…
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Figure 4: System architecture.

Returning to our earlier example of requiring a user to take
a blood pressure measurement after running, an implementation of the logic that manages notifying users to take measures at the appropriate time consisted of 20 lines with the
Emu framework. A native Android implementation required
more code (62 lines) and much higher complexity (due to
managing timers).
In this paper we introduced the interface and architecture
of the Emu framework, which allows app developers to concisely and precisely specify when and how to engage their
users. In future work, we will implement Emu and evaluate
its ease of use and performance characteristics.
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